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The translational Medicine Guide (TxM guide) has been developed to help each project team maximize success in achieving 
clinical Proof of Concept (cPoC) by considering multiple aspects of drug discovery and development. The TxM Guide is a 

forward looking strategic planning framework for teams to ask “the right questions at the right time” for each of the 3 categories - 
Target, Dose and Patient: • Target: The target pillar focuses on the critical need to identify the right biological target and increase the 
understanding of its role in a particular disease. The goal is to identify the right biological target for the selected disease. • Dose: The 
dose pillar addresses dose, regimen and drug (molecule), focusing teams on the importance of identifying the right molecule for a 
given biological target that will have the right therapeutic window. The goal is to identify right molecule that delivers the right exposure 
at the target site of action and elicits the desired target modulation over the stated time period, without compromising patient safety. 
• Patient: The patient pillar underscores the importance of selecting the right sub-patient population for the investigational drug and 
identifying the potential use of a companion diagnostic test to select an appropriate sub-disease population. The goal is to identify the 
right patient group in the selected disease. The presentation will outline how the TxM guide helps teams to build a body of scientific 
& medical evidence to be better positioned to achieve positive cPoC. 
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